(Here R is the closure of R and Fr(R) =R -interior of R).
Some properties of the degree of a mapping will also be used. is an isolated set in Wf~\R. Since WT\R is compact and since no limit point of/^1^') can be in Z, f~x(ir') is finite. The degree, deg(/, 7r', C) is therefore computable and, using (i), is seen to be posi- If, on the other hand, there is a conditionally compact region REM such that FriR) is empty then M is compact. Select R = M-p, p a point, and one has by the previous arguments that iN-fip)) C\fiR) is empty or N-fip)CfiR).
In the first case/(if) is a point.
In the second case / is quasi-open and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Corollary. If M is compact and f is in F then either fiM) is a point or fiM) =N and the degree of f is a positive constant.
Note that for any quasi-open mappings with M compact, fiM) =N-However, there exist such mappings where the degree of / is zero-(For example, the mapping /, /(S2) = S2, given by collapsing the equator to a point and then the upper and lower parts onto S2 as sense preserving and sense reversing homeomorphisms respectively.) This corollary then points up a special property of the mappings in F over the quasi-open mappings. It seems likely, partly because of this, that the mappings in F are the almost uniform limits of light open mappings (which also have the positive degree property). The author has not been able to show this.
An easy consequence, Corollary 2, of the following special case of a theorem of Sard [2, Theorem 4.1, p. 885] will be used in the proof of Theorem 2.
Theorem (Sard) . Let M be a region in E". Iff: M-+E" is C, then the measure of /(Z*) is zero (D is a domain and Z* is the set where the Jacobian is zero). Theorem 2. Let M and N be C oriented n-manifolds andf: M->N a C mapping. Assume that df, as a linear transformation, never reverses sense of M and that df has rank zero at every interior point of Z* iwhere Z* is the set of points at which df is singular). Then f is in F ithus by Theorem 1, / is quasi-open or M is compact and fiM) is a point).
Proof. Condition (i) is clearly satisfied. Corollary 2 shows that (ii) is satisfied since ZCZ*. Finally, (iii) follows immediately from the rank condition on df.
The following is an example of a C mapping of E" into En which has a non-negative Jacobian and which has rank one on Z* and which is not quasi-open. Thus Theorem 2 is sharp in this sense. Let R be the set of points for which r2 = x\+ ■ ■ ■ +x2<4. Let uk = (r2 -l)2xk, k = l, 2, • • • , re when r^l. Let «i = C(l-rs), C>18 and uk = 0, A = 2, 3, • • • , re when O^r^l. For the R chosen above one has that the image of the origin is not interior to f(R) and thus/ is not quasiopen. The verification of the other properties of the example is left to the reader. In fact, the maximum modulus on R is achieved at an isolated interior point, the origin. The original topological example for these purposes is due to G. S. Young.
Theorems 1 and 2 either contain or simplify some of the theorems in [3] and are related to some of the material in [6] .
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